
Basic School Žacléř 
introduces itself

Within the frame of the international project Global Literacy for a Fairer World



Key question: 

Where the hell is Žacléř ???

Answer:

Godforsaken in the easternmost slopes of Krkonoše Mts. 

Though historically mentioned allready at the beginning of

the 14th century it´s still tiny, rather sleepy township and

you must be either excellent geographer or equiped by the 

really good map to know it! So don´t be ashamed of

hearing this name for the first time in your life. 



Here we are!

Žacléř



Here we are!

This is our school



Basic informations about the school

 our school is comprehensie, so we learn all basic 

subjects like any other kids in the world

 the study is divided into two grades

 first grade consists of five year classes and main

subjects are czech language, mathematics, art, 

gym, elemental biology and geography. Since 3rd 

classs we learn english as well



This is our first grade classroom



This is our first grade classroom



This is our first grade gym lesson



Into the box we put several things typical for our school



Some of them we´d like to present



Why these t-shirts?

Art lessons belong to the most interesting

We have a lot of fun creating many nice things 
like these t-shirts, drawings (next page) etc.



drawings of our school



Why a winter hat ?

 location: 50° 39′ 49″ N, 15° 54′ 41″ E

 elevation: 612 m above sea level

 av. year temp.: about 6°C (pretty cold isn´t it?) 



Here we are! the highest point of Czech rep. 
mt. Snežka 1602 m  

snow cover lasts in our region up to 120 days a year



Our out-of-school activities

 as the climate is pretty cold and sometimes even

harsh, we have lot of snow in winter, which is good

for skiing

 we spend gym lessons offen by cross county skiing

 School staff also organise for us races and

competitions in downhill and crosscountry skiing









Why baseball equipment?



Our out-of-school activities

main range of our out-of-school activities is our
basseball and T-ball team „Piráti Žacléř“ 

 though the team is pretty young, it won allready
several notable prizes













Our out-of-school activities

 not only sport is our after school activity

many of us are attending local basic school of arts

which is one of the best in greater neighbourhood

 we try to learn as much as possible about our

homeland, landscape and nature by going out

 we take a part in various eco-oriented projects



Why a statue of „Krakonoš“

Because he is a Good Geist of our
mountains, He protects all (locals
and visitors) who are comming
with a good will, but punishes all
people they disturbe and damage
our nature



Our out-of-school activities

 every year 21th of April we celebrate the 

international Day of the Earth by cleaning up of our

neighbourhood

 each of us take a plastic bag and we are collecting

litter – every year we are surprised how much of it

we find









Why these books ? 

We took a part in several environmental projects, 
and these books are results of our work



 this is our school as seen through our eyes

We hope you have now better idea of how we live 

here in the mountains of Czech republic

 we are looking forward to get the same

informations about you and your school


